An unexplored potential

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION


An increasing number of tourists visit national
parks for observing wildlife in it’s natural
habitat. Accompanied by professional safari
guides and often well equipped with photo
cameras, they produce a considerable amount of data. 
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However, such data is generally neither standardized
nor differentiated enough for being scientifically
useable. At the same time, various conservation
programs on endangered wildlife remain inadequately
equipped with crucial population data. 




Objective 


Masters Project on Wildlife Conservation:
Suitability of Wildlife Tourism for Population
Monitoring. 

The main goal of this project is to investigate the
potential of wildlife tourism activities for collecting
monitoring data and inferring basic population-level
information to be used in conservation management.
The specific aims are: 
• To test a range of data collection protocols using
tourists as subjects and identify the optimum balance
between protocol complexity and usable data gain.
• To compare data gained from “tourist monitoring” to
those systematically collected by an expert.
• To test the suitability of a specifically designed
technical equipment for increasing the precision in
species identification.
The project is a collaboration with a non-profitorganization for wildlife habitat conservation. 

Monitoring Technology


Requirements



Contemporary smartphones can be used to
take photos, record information, and geotag
these data by the use of GPS technology. 



Specifically customized apps enable the systematic and
standardized collection of animal sighting records and
allow linking them to a Global Biodiversity Information
database. 


The Expedition



Appropriate candidates show a deep interest in
population ecology and share the motivation to
find smart and sustainable ways to conserve
wildlife and its natural habitat.



The usability of the monitoring
protocol and technology will be
tested during an expedition to North
Tanzania, where several tourist
groups will collect population data
from carnivores and ungulates in the
Tarangire ecosystem. 

Interest and experience in quantitative / statistical
methods in the analysis and management of wildlife
populations, as well as a basic interest in information
technology is an advantage. 
Working with a team and having good communication
skills, as well as the ability to work independently are
important traits necessary for conducting this project.
The Master student will furthermore have to both speak
English and German fluently. He/she needs to be
willing and able to join a two-week trip to Tanzania
and join safari expeditions on a daily basis. 



The MSc student will join the
expedition (traveling expenses will
be covered), administer the protocol
with tourist groups, and using
statistical analysis, investigate the
suitability of alternative protocols for
collecting population-level data. Also
the potential of identifying
individual animals by the use of
pattern recognition software will be
explored. 
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